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Newsgist: video generation from news stories
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ABSTRACT
Digital transition has started to change the way people read news articles more through a
digital device and less on paper. Youngsters today do not spend enough time reading news
articles. In this work, a knowledge-driven news story generation using collaborative learning
to represent the gist of news is proposed. The entire work focuses on two major concerns. Ini-
tially, the dialogues associated with the corresponding speaker are extracted from the news.
Secondly, the audio of themappeddialogues is incorporated into the final video. Logistic Regres-
sion is deployed to identify the theme the news. Deep learning techniques are employed to
identify the main characters in a supervised manner using Named Entity Recognition (NER)
tagging algorithm, suitable cartoon dispositions and their semantic relations. This approach
improves not the reader’s comprehension and creativity but also improvesmutual goals, oppor-
tunities for peer discussion and engaging the underachievers to think reflexively. In addition, it
also improves the learner’s motivation and participation. The proposed framework outperforms
an accuracy of 83.98% when compared with conventional methods also suggests that the read-
ers found the packages interesting and informative on digital devices. Moreover, this method
can be used efficiently in real-time for various applications.
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1. Introduction

“A Picture Speaks a Thousand Words”. But if a picture
is worth a thousand words, then imagine the mas-
sive worth of videos. Watching a video to understand
anything is far easier than reading a whole lot of para-
graphs as it is time efficient. Reading news article is
a very good/important activity at all stages of life to
keep ourselves up to date about day to day affairs.
Short video stories can improve the news consump-
tion experience so that people can catch up on what’s
happening rapidly. Thus, using machine learning and
Natural Language Processing techniques it is possi-
ble to extract the core atomic events, key time, place,
character information and identify the relationship
between entities of events from news, blog and other
text that can effectively help people understand the
events.

As a result of technological advancements, it is now
possible to create personalized visual multimedia. Par-
ticularly, image generation based on deep learning has
been the subject of extensive research in a variety of
contexts. In contrast, video generation, especially when
based on conditional inputs, is still challenging, and
understudied. In contrast to creating an image, which
only requires consideration for how everything fits
together in a single frame, creating a movie requires
consideration of how everything fits together in each

frame. It does not matter how high the quality of each
individual image is if the continuity between frames is
not maintained. To fill in the voids in our knowledge of
this topic, we will train our model to construct a video
that is analogous to a given study.

Exploration in language comprehension instigated
the hierarchical organizational framework of contents
which are determined by the grammar (a set of conven-
tions), representing the abstract structural components
of the plot. As every human being tends to use mem-
ory to apprehend any news or sequence of events, the
approach of generative grammar and plot structures
has resulted to a greater extent. Thus the proposed
work attempts to conceive a set of conventions given in
Table 1 which are found to be the basis for constructing
the plot structure shown in Figure 1 for news video reel
generation. By adhering to the set of conventions and
plot structures, the proposed work attempts to gener-
ate a News video reel using state-of-the-art techniques
like Natural Language Processing and deep learning
framework.

This work concentrates on automatic video gen-
eration from a news app. The final video generated
will include characters (corresponding characters in the
news) explaining a series of news of different categories.
In short, the final output is a video semantically aligned
with descriptive scripts.
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Table 1. Rules for video reel generation.

Rule # Rule

1 Video Reels Setting∪ Theme∪ Resolution
2 Setting Character∪ Background∪ Audio∪ Time
3 Character Protagonist/Antagonist
4 Audio Dialogue∪ Gender Identification
5 Time Dialogue∪ Duration Calculation
6 Theme Event∪ Goal
7 Event Video Reels
8 Goal Event
9 Resolution State/Event

The entire work involves main phases namely:

• News extraction and Dialogue mapping.
• Image extraction and character creation.
• Incorporating audio to the final video (semantically

aligned).

Initially, it is intended to choose to extract news of
diverse categories from a news app named in shorts,
which aggregates news and summarizes them in 60
words or less. It is found to be one of the highest-
rated news applications. Extracting relevant informa-
tion from the website is found to be the first and fore-
most step of our proposed work. After news extraction,
the dialogues are extracted using regular expressions
and the respective speakers using Named Entity Recog-
nition tagging. A basic news feed will fundamentally
include dialogues voiced out by the speaker either in a
direct or indirectmanner. For direct/indirect dialogues,
voices are chosen based on gender, whereas for the news
headline another voice will be reading it out. Both the
dialogues are taken into account and the dialogues are
parallel mapped with the speaker.

After speaker identification, their images are scraped
from the web, their face is located and their gender is
identified. This is done using deep Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) using CaffeNet models. Then the
extracted face is swapped with a cartoon body of the
appropriate gender using Delaunay Triangulation and

smoothening techniques. The final video including the
characters’ images along with the voice and respective
background images aligned properly will then be gen-
erated.

Usually, people prefer visual content to big para-
graphs. Providing the characters’ images along with the
audio will create an impact in their minds. To achieve
this, presenting them with a video of the events will
be more useful than reading all the news content. As
the manual creation of videos for each news article can
be tedious, this work focuses on creating an automated
system for the same.

1.1. Rule generation and hierarchy

A set of rules which provides the basis for construct-
ing the video reels is given in Table 1. The ensued rules
would suffice in delivering the crux of the news and
ultimately achieving the purpose of the work. Figure 1
shows the hierarchy of video reel generation which was
the corollary of the proposed rules.

Rule 1 provides the indispensable features for con-
triving video reels which include Setting, Theme and
Resolution. The symbol “∪” symbolizes the combina-
tion of all the features. For video reel construction of
news Gist, rule 2 lists imperative setting features which
include background, characters involved, audio and
time. According to Rule 3, the characters involved may
be a protagonist or an antagonist. To achieve appropri-
ateness in audio-visual generation, rule 4 and 5 specify
the process of dialogue extraction and gender identi-
fication. Also, dialogue duration is computed for the
integration of audiovisual and the dialogues uttered by
a character. In Rules 6 and 7, the theme is to achieve
the goal of contriving video reels by generating audio-
visuals with dialogues, appropriate backgrounds and
the actual characters in a cartoonish manner. Rule 8
Resolution specifies the conclusive result of the video
reel generation to make an individual understand the
content in a progressive manner. It conforms to the

Figure 1. Hierarchy for video reel generation.
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retrieval of actual characters (face swapped with car-
toon images), extraction of dialogues, gender identi-
fication and the process of incorporating appropriate
background for video reel generation to provide an
individual with clarity in the news.

This research is formulated as follows. Section 2
presents related works. An automated system for gen-
erating news video generation is discussed in Section 3.
Section 4 examines the obtained experimental results.
Section 5 finishes the research with a discussion on
possible improvements.

2. Related works

2.1. Text extraction

Ziyi et al. [1] proposed a method where blocking tags
of the web site are automatically detected and parsed
for retrieving news content. Complexity is reduced, and
there is no need for web page templates or extensive
training sets. Three steps namely preprocessing, page
dividing and text-recognition are used once the correct
blocking tag is received. The final step is finding out the
news with the largest number of words.

The procedure described in [2] illustrates how to
autonomously extract data from the web rather than
manually duplicating it. It accomplishes this by uti-
lizing the website’s Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
and associated operations such as Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) scripting, Document Object Model
(DOM) parsing and HTML parsers. Using a content
analysis of monthly news headlines, [3] investigated the
development of relationships over time. Headline id,
Entities, Keywords and Publication Date are the data
fields in which entities and key phrases extracted from
the news were entered. According to their frequency,
entity pairings are assigned weights to determine the
most prevalent set of relations. The Google Knowledge
Graph, the classification of news stories in light of the
current relationship and numerous other applications
could benefit from this information.

Liu et al. [4] proposed two Yuan classification mod-
els are constructed to put the N-gram language model
which considers the statistics of the frequency of occur-
rence of word strings in the text instead of word fre-
quency to increase the accuracy of the classification
model. Azzopardi et al. [5] introduced a highly effi-
cient tree structure analysis chosen to produce effective
results and to further solve problems like structure-
based page classification, extractor generation and data
labelling. Karthika Devi et al. [6] use state-of-the-art
natural language tools and libraries to extract text from
the stories and also identify the source of each text
which aids in generating a text conversed by a car-
toon speaker. Karthika Devi et al., [7] deploy a mul-
timodal network to generate text from a stream of
images by interrupting the meaning of the images. For

a graphic novel book, a synopsis using an unsupervised
abstractive dialogue is generated [8]. A custom ensem-
ble method that consists of an inception model and 2
layer Long Short TermMemory (LSTM)modelwas cre-
ated byAlzubi et al. [9] for generating captions from the
image automatically.

In addition, a method was developed to simulate the
manner in which individuals absorb and process news
accounts. The concept of using content function, spa-
tial consistency and format continuity to identify news
zones was introduced in [10]. It locates, formats and
identifies the semantic value of news areas in order to
determine the news content. Given the large number of
studies conducted on the topic of paraphrasing, Alzubi
et al. [11] proposes a Collaborative Adversarial Net-
work (CAN) model for extracting the most essential
information from two phrases, which performed bet-
ter than the current MaLSTM model. The title-based
web content extraction model (TWCEM) proposed in
[12] makes use of title-based characteristics that can
filter the noises in websites and collect accurate con-
tent. Using Rich Site Summary (RSS) feeds, Newspa-
per python library and the Uniform Resource Loca-
tors (URLs), [13] demonstrates an advanced automated
process for extracting and categorizing online news
articles. In this investigation, three supervised learn-
ing algorithms were combined to create an ensemble
classifier for news article classification.

2.2. Gender prediction

Agender predictionmethodusingBag-of-Words(BoW)
is proposed in [14]. BoW is a technique that extracts
features from the text for modelling or it simply rep-
resents the text from a document that describes the
occurrence of words. They have developed a vocabu-
lary for their model, which is a dictionary mapping of
words and count, making it easy to update and query.

Ito et al. [15] propose a gender prediction method
from face images using CNN namely WideResNet.
This method outperforms the other four CNNs. It also
makes use of Deep Multi-Task Learning (DMTL) to
enhance the accuracy and decrease the computation
time for gender and age prediction. Using the YOLO
v3(You Look Only Once v3) object algorithm, darknet
for training, Keras and OpenCV for testing over a com-
bination of Google, IMDb and mobile camera images,
gender classification is done in [16].

Component Analysis method is used in [17] as an
image representation technique for gender classifica-
tion making use of images from the FERET dataset
as a feature vector in a low dimensional subspace.
Face and gender recognition systems in [18] make
good use of the global average pool in ResNet 50nn
for efficient results on various databases. In [19], full-
duplex capability to improve the spectral efficiency of
unidirectional traffic has been identified. Skin colour
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distribution function is used in [20] to identify similar
colour areas from face images considered as 2D images
which were primarily extracted using a fuzzy pattern
finally to get reliable results.

SVMs performance in [21] is found to be superior to
traditional pattern classifiers while performing classifi-
cation on images from the FERET dataset. This paper
generally provides an evaluation of different classifiers.
In a trainable COSFIRE filter for which selectivity is
determined in an automatic configuration process com-
bined with Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used for
gender classification. Ng et al. [22] provide an extensive
survey on facial feature extraction which aids in gender
identification.

2.3. Text-to-video generation

The adversarial examples are generated using Bo-GAN
[23]. A video generator, a semantic alignment mod-
ule at the region level, a coherence-aware discriminator
at the frame level, and a semantic-aware discrimina-
tor at the video level are the four components of this
method. This technique produces high-resolution films
with semantic and temporal coherence, but it struggles
with phrases that contain multiple nouns or are overly
complex.

Liu et al. [24] presented a Cross-Modal Dual Learn-
ing (CMDL) approach that takes spatial–temporal
coherence between individual video frames and seman-
tic consistency between description phrases and pro-
duced films into consideration. It consists of two com-
ponents: the first generates videos from sentences, and
the second re-embeds the videos into sentences. The
sentence-to-video generator contains both the text-to-
visual feature encoder and the conditional video gen-
erator. Despite being time-consuming and complex,
this method produces high-quality films with great
precision.

A technique for video creation is proposed by Li
et al. that divides the generation effort in half [25].
Using a conditional VAE (Variational Auto Encoder)
model, the “gist” of the video is generated from the sup-
plied text. Next, the content and motion of the video
are constructed based on the relationship between the
summary and text input. The purpose of this method
is to simulate the human creative process. Utilised is
the Generative Adversarial Network, which is based
on a minimax game between a “generator” and a
“discriminator.”

TiVGAN (Text-to-Image-to-Video Generative
Adversarial Network) is a model for text-to-video
generation presented in [26] that is based on the con-
cept of connecting frames of movies with significant
continuity. The training procedure consists of two dis-
tinct phases: text-to-image generation and evolutionary
generation. Independent Samples Pairing is utilised to

prevent the modes of the GAN from collapsing, result-
ing in enhanced precision.

2.4. Theme identification

The category browsing functionality, which is based on
the text classification technique, was used to identify
news categories [27]. In this machine learning classi-
fication method, features are randomly selected words
from a given text corpus. To efficiently train the classifi-
cation model, the search space is reduced to a manage-
able few thousand words using feature selection tech-
niques. SVM is defined over a vector space with the
objective of discovering the optimal decision surface
with high performance. It is founded on the Structural
Risk Minimization principle and error-bound analy-
sis. A count vectorizer can transform a corpus of text
into a vector of word / token counts. To diminish
the significance of individual elements within a cor-
pus, a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) transformer may be applied. In [28], the cat-
egorization model Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
is proposed for news text. This method employs topic
models for dimension reduction and feature extraction
in text.

2.5. Face extraction and face swapping

A system for autonomously deriving human facial fea-
tures from colour images is presented in [29]. The
system detects the position of a person’s face and its
characteristics (such as the nose, eyes, etc.) and then
hierarchically extracts the face’s contours and feature
points. The location of the face is determined using
integral projection. Despite the complexity of their con-
texts, it has been demonstrated that the proposed sys-
tem is both effective and dependable in face image pro-
cessing. In the paper “Constrained Generative Model”
[30], two techniques for identifying facial geometry are
presented.

Korshunova et al. [31] performed face swapping
using a trained convolutional neural network to capture
the appearance of the target identity from an unstruc-
tured collection of his/her photographs. By combining
neural networks with simple pre- and post-processing
steps, a face swap method in real-time with no input
from the user is proposed. Xingjie et al. [32] proposed
a blending method involving adaptive weight values to
avoid boundary lines during face swap and handle dif-
ferences in brightness which involves giving adaptive
weights to extracted synthesis regions. A face-swapping
method proposed by Sadu and Das [33] uses 81 facial
landmark points of the human face by combining two
methods – detecting the landmarks using an ensemble
of regression trees and the Surrey Face Model, which
involves the use of a 3D morphable face model. In
addition, colour correction using RGB scaling is used
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in [34]. Chen and Ni [35] proposes a method using
a pipeline with three parts-expression transfer, details
refining andmerging backwith efficient results by com-
bining the 3Dmodel andGenerative AdversarialModel
even with limited input.

Nirkin et al. [36] show that a face segmentation
method using Fully Convolutional Network(FCN) can
achieve remarkable and fast results. Matsuhashi et al.
[37] proposed a method based on the Hue-Saturation-
Value colour system for extraction of human faces from
a general indoor background. Sushama andRajinikanth
[38] proposed a method to extract face features using
Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) and detecting
faces using Back Propagation Network (BPN).Wu et al.
[39] used 3D stereographic images to detect the head
and face. Bhuvaneshwari et al. [40] used the Synthesized
Face Recognition (SFR) model to degrade the effect of
low resolution, blurriness and illumination in recogniz-
ing facial images. Smitha et al. [41] worked on proper
extraction and analysis of face images irrespective of
illumination, pose and face shape. In [42], a method
using genetic algorithms after computing the non-zero
feature space of the training set scatter matrix to search
the face for discriminating features are proposed.

2.6. Text to audio conversion

Acero [43] explained several well-known speech coding
techniques (including LPC vocoders, waveform inter-
polation, harmonic coding and layered coding) that
have been used in speech synthesis.

3. Proposedmethod

The framework shown in Figure 2 depicts the seven
modules of this proposed work.

3.1. Data extraction and pre processing

Thismodule fetches news articles from the Inshorts app.
Inshorts is a news app that selects the latest and best
news frommultiple national and international sources.
The response website is parsed using an HTML parser
and the news headline and description is extracted
using appropriate values of “itemprop” attributes.

3.2. Prominent character and theme extraction

The characters mentioned in the news are extracted
using NER -tagging corresponding to persons’ names
explained in Algorithm 1. The theme of the news is
recognized using TF-IDF vectorization and a logistic
regressionmodel trained on the “News” dataset, created
by extracting older news from the Inshorts app.

3.3. Dialogue extraction

All the extracted prominent characters using NER tag-
ging algorithm and dialogues are then inserted into the
final output video. The news feedmatches the following
pattern: [Dialogue – direct or indirect quote] [Speaker].
The dialogues may be expressed directly (speaker’s
exact words) or indirectly (rephrased by journalist) in
news topics. The dialogues and their respective speak-
ers are extracted from the news descriptionwith the use
of regular expressions as in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Extraction of characters from title and description

Input: Dictionary Newslist[i] = (Headline H, Description D)
Output: List of characters C

1: nlp←Load Spacy NERModel for ‘English’
2: C←Empty list
3: doc←Tokenize nlp(H, D)
4: for each e∈ doc do
5: l←Find label(e)
6: if l = ‘PERSON’ then
7: C←C+ e
8: end if
9: end for
10: return C

Algorithm 2 Dialogue Extraction

Input: Dictionary Newslist = (Headline H, Description D)
Output: Dialogue List Dia

1: P1←Regex with pattern r “‘(.∗?)”‘
2: D←Empty List
3: Di←Dialogues withmatching pattern P1
4: for each e∈Di do
5: l←Find label(e)
6: if l = ‘PERSON’ then
7: S = e
8: D←D+ (Di, S)
9: end if
10: end for
11: if ‘: ‘∈H then
12: if l after ‘: ‘ = ‘ PERSON’ then
13: S = l after‘: ‘
14: d = l before ‘: ‘
15: end if
16: end if
17: D←D+ (S, d)
18: P2←Pattern with(said that\announced that\declared

that\stated that)
19: Di←Dialogues withmatching pattern P2
20: for each e∈Di do
21: S←regex group(1)
22: d←regex group(4)
23: D←D+ (S, d)
24: end for
25: return Dia

3.4. Image retrieval and face recognition

Thismodule retrieves the images of the characters from
theWeb. The images are then extracted byHTML pars-
ing using appropriate CSS selectors. The face of the
character is detected and extracted from the retrieved
image. Then the face of the character is extracted using
the cvlib module with predefined weights using a deep
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Figure 2. NewsGist framework.

Convolutional Neural Network called Caffe (Convolu-
tional Architecture for Fast Feature Embedding) model
as given in Algorithm 3.

In recent years, deep convolutional neural networks
have consistently outperformed human specialists in a
variety of challenging visual analysis tasks. The success
of training and deploying deepmodels with parameter-
heavy architectures on a wide range of applications can
be attributed, in part, to the growing power of graph-
ics processing units. Due to their large dimensions and
excessive power consumption, such devices cannot be
utilized in robotics. Recent efforts in the field have con-
centrated on devising architectures for deep learning
that can operate efficiently on low-powered devices.
Training efficient and effective models requires mod-
ules with fewer parameters and fewer floating point
operations, in addition to cautious adjustment.

3.5. Character creation

The face extracted using Algorithm 3 is then utilized
to determine the gender of the character using a pre-
trained Caffe model as in Algorithm 4. The retrieved
face is attached to a suitable body based on gender.
For this, facial key points are extracted and Delaunay

Algorithm 3 Face Extraction

Input: Image i
Output: Face Coordinates list Flist

1: L←Loadmodel layers
2: W←Loadmodel weights
3: Caffe←Initialize DNNmodel(L, W)
4: i←resize(i)
5: height, width, channel count←i.shape
6: R, G, B←Average pixel densities of RGB−values
7: for each pixel in i do
8: pixel.red←pixel.red−R
9: pixel.green←pixel.green−G
10: pixel.blue←pixel.blue−B
11: end for
12: F list←[ ]
13: detections←Caffe(i)
14: for each detection in detections do
15: if detection.confidence > threshold then
16: F list←F list+ detection
17: end if
18: end for
19: return Flist

triangulation of the source character’s face and the des-
tination cartoon character’s face is done. The source
and destination triangles are swapped and blended to
match the destination face colour. Thus the whole char-
acter is created and placed at suitable places on the
background image for the final video.
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3.6. Text-to-audio conversion

This step involves the artificial synthesis of human
speech. It converts human language text into human-
like speech. Voices are allocated based on the charac-
ters’ genders and in addition to the default voice that is
allocated for the news reader.

A text-to-speech (TTS) system converts normal lan-
guage text into speech; other systems render symbolic
linguistic representations like phonetic transcriptions
into speech. Audio files for the news and the dialogues
are generated separately and finally concatenatedwhich
is then finally added to the output video.

Algorithm 4 Gender Prediction

Input: Character Image C
Output: Gender G

1: L←Loadmodel layers
2: W←Loadmodel weights
3: Caffe←Initialize DN Nmodel(L, W)
4: i←resize(i)
5: F←Detect face using Caffe(i)
6: R, G, B←Average pixel densities of RGB−values
7: for each pixel in i do
8: pixel.red←pixel.red−R
9: pixel.green←pixel.green−G
10: pixel.blue←pixel.blue−B
11: end for
12: x, y, w, h←Extract coordinates width, height off ace(F)
13: G←Caffe.predict([x, y, w, h])
14: return G

3.7. Video generation

The background image is chosen based on the cate-
gory of the news in the first place and the duration of
the audio files are calculated. Face-swapped character
images are added to the video and display duration is
set based on the length of the audio files. Background
images and the characters are sequentially added in
the final output video along with the corresponding
gender-based audio file at appropriate places. Finally,
all the top news videos are combined to give the final
video output as given in Algorithm 5.

4. Experimental results and analysis

The first step is the scraping of news from the web
from Inshorts App. One of the news extracted from the
website is as follows:

Headline: “England women’s Hartley praises Ash-
win over tweet on women’s cricket match”

Description: England woman Alexandra Hartley
praised Ravichandran Ashwin for his tweet during
Women-South AfricaWomen T20. Ashwin questioned
“What is the procedure to send a soft signal to a
player?”. “This is what we like to see and this matters. A
genuine interest in the women’s game", Hartley replied.

Next, the category of this news article is identified as
“sports” usingTF-IDF vectorization and logistic regres-
sion model. Thirdly, the dialogues and names of the

Algorithm 5 Video Generation

Input: Category C+ Speaker Images list I+Audio file durations list
A+ Final Audio File F

Output: Video V
1: L←List of filename−categorymaps′category′:′background image′
2: B←Background Image L(C)
3: imageClip1←Video(image = B, duration = duration(A))
4: titleDuration←A[0] 5: imageClip2←Video(image = Reporter,

duration = titleDuration)
6: clipsList←[ ]
7: clipsList←clipsList+ imageClip1
8: clipsList←clipsList+ imageClip2
9: audioFileIndex = 1
10: startIndex←A[0]
11: for each character in I do
12: clipsList←clipsList+ Video(image = character,

duration = audioFileIndex, start = startIndex)
13: startIndex←startIndex+ A[audioFileIndex]
14: audioFileIndex←audioFileIndex+ 1
15: end for
16: V←Combine Videos(final Video)
17: V←Add audio(F)
18: return V

Figure 5. Generation of audio files for the news.

respective speakers are identified using regular expres-
sions and NER tagging. Here, two dialogues are iden-
tified, one by Ashwin and Harley each. The extracted
news title, description and identification of the cate-
gory, dialogues and speakers are shown in Figure 3.

After the extraction of categories and dialogues, the
cartoon images for the speakers are created. For this,
firstly the image of the speaker is extracted from the
web and then the gender is identified. The face is then
swapped with the appropriate cartoon character body.
The actual extracted image and face-swapped cartoon
character for the first speaker “Ashwin” is inserted.
Similarly, the actual image fetched from the web and
face-swapped cartoon character for the second speaker
Alexander Hartley is shown in Figure 4.

After the characters are created, the audio files for
the dialogues and the headline are generated as shown
in Figure 5.

After creating the character images, the video is gen-
erated with the background image. Here, since the cat-
egory is “sports”, a background image of a stadium is
chosen. Finally, the video is generated by merging the
audio files, the created characters and the background
image. Finally, a video of 17 s is generated. A snapshot
from the final video for different categories is shown in
Figure 6. For news articles with different categories, the
background images will be changed representing the
corresponding category thus giving the user a nice view
of the news video. Furthermore, it keeps them engaged.

4.1. Dataset – NEWS dataset

For predicting the category of news, “News dataset” is
used. This news dataset consists of about 4797 tuples
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Figure 3. Snapshot of news dialogue – one male and one female speaker.

Figure 4. Actual and face swapped image of Ashwin and Hartley.

with three columns namely news headline, news article
and the news category. The news articles are from vari-
ous categories and are ordered sequentially. News arti-
cles listed in this dataset are from 9 different categories.
The news categories are business, sports, automobile,
entertainment, politics, technology, world and science.
These tuples are extracted andused for the classification
of news categories.

4.2. Theme identification

The performance of the model trained for predict-
ing the category news is evaluated using two metrics
namely Precision and Recall. Categories may be pre-
dicted correctly or incorrectly during the testing phase.
The complete performance of the model on a set of test
data is known from the confusion matrix.

Confusion Matrix gives us a matrix as output and
gives the visualization of the complete performance of
the model. This table layout includes four classes:

• True Positive: Outcome where the model predicts
positive class correctly. In this case, news is classi-
fied under the “sport” category which is also actually
under the “sport” category.

• True Negative: Outcome where the model predicts
negative class correctly. In this case, news that is
not under the “sport” category is classified correctly
under another category.

• False Positive: Outcome where the model predicts
positive class incorrectly. In this case, news which is
not under the “sport” category is classified under the
“sport” category.

• False Negative: Outcome where the model predicts
negative class incorrectly. In this case, news which

Figure 6. Snapshot from final video of category – “Sport” and science.
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Figure 7. Confusion matrix for theme identification – logistic regression.

is under the “sport” category is classified under
another category.

Precision: Precision gives the fraction of correctly
identified positive results out of all predicted positives.

Precision = TruePositive
TruePositive+ FalsePositive

(1)

Recall: Recall is the number of correct positive results
divided by the number of all relevant samples.

Recall = TruePositive
TruePositive+ FalseNegative

(2)

Logistic Regression is chosen since it has higher
accuracy compared to the other models. The values
obtained from our model for Precision and Recall are
84 and 79, respectively.

A confusion matrix is generated for the identifica-
tion of the theme using logistic regression as shown

Table 2. Comparison of results for theme identification.

Models Accuracy(%) Precision F1 Score

Support Vector Classifier (SVC) 83.32 83 83
Multinomial Naive Bayes 83.91 84 84
Logistic Regression 83.98 84 84

in Figure 7. Looking at the high concentration of cor-
rect predictions along the diagonal, it is inferred that
the model performs well in identifying all the cate-
gories except for technology and business for which
there were a lot of interchanged predictions. This is due
to the similar keywords found in news belonging to
both categories.

In order to obtain a suitable model for theme iden-
tification, three models were chosen and metrics were
compared as shown in Table 2. From the table, it can be
observed that Logistic regression performed with the
highest accuracy, precision, and F1-score when com-
pared with Support vector classifier (SVC) and multi-
modal naive Bayes.
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Figure 8. Comparison graph for gender prediction.

4.3. Gender prediction

The performance for gender prediction is evaluated
using two metrics namely Precision and Recall. Gen-
dermay be predicted correctly or incorrectly during the
testing on a set of test data. The values obtained from
our model using logistic regression for Precision and
Recall are 82 and 81 and the same has been shown in
Figure 8.

5. Conclusion

In the proposed work, the automatic generation of
video from the extracted news feed from the Inshorts
app helps in grasping a gist of the daily news in a
short span of time. It also helps to understand the
news in a simpler manner. Various challenges arise
in video generation. Yet, it is made possible with the
help of machine learning techniques. This will be of
greater use for people of all ages, children especially
find it easy to grasp information because of the incor-
porated cartoon characters in the final output video.
This improves the news consumption experience so
people can catch up on what is happening quickly.
The final generated output will include approximately
5 news snippets ordered sequentially with semantically
aligned gender-based audio. The usage of gender-based
audio makes users engaged. The proposed work creates
a way for future works by generating videos with better
animation effects. Also, 3D characters can be incor-
porated which further makes the video much more
lively. It can be enhanced further by providing news
articles regarding people’s interests. The efficiency of
the present work can be increased further with much
more efficient machine learning techniques. Research
is being carried out for finding the best way in generat-
ing video from the text. This work can be extended for
making videos with many more animation effects.
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